GRAB THE GREAT OPPORTUNITY
ANUBHAV FELLOWSHIP

Defense & Security, Healthcare, Environment/Agriculture, Information Technology

AR/VR, Brain Computer Interface (BCI), Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Sensor Integration and Interfacing, Hardware & Software Applications

₹ 5,000/- per month (for 3 months)

For UG Students
Virtual Mode

https://www.ihubiitmandi.in
Apply: https://forms.gle/sX3wnSvqkkhBzVaC7
ANUBHAV FELLOWSHIP Call for Proposals

iHub fellowship is an opportunity for undergraduate students to work on a short-term project/idea. The IIT Mandi iHub and HCI Foundation (iHub) is taking initiative to make India the global leader in Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Multisensory Applications, and Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI).

If you have some bright ideas which can lead to products, startups, published papers or patents in the above areas including AR/VR/ER/MR, Multimedia Forensics, BCI then this is the perfect opportunity for you. The ideas could be a combination of hardware, software or theoretical in nature.

Eligibility Criteria
• Pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Sciences/Medicine from a recognized University/Institute.
• A reference letter from College/University/Institute you are affiliated to.

Benefits
• Opportunity to convert your idea into reality.
• UG fellowship of ₹ 5,000/- per month for 3 months.
• A Certificate from iHub to all selected fellows.
• Ownership of IP as per iHub policy.
• Opportunity of creating a startup with support from IIT Mandi Catalyst incubator with funding and seed support possibilities.

General Guidelines
A 1-page proposal with your idea.
Virtual/Remote Working only.

Submission
Apply: https://forms.gle/sX3wn5vglkhBZVoC7